
Atalaya Golf & Country Club

5 Bedroom Villa
Spain, El Paraíso

€2.900.000
Ref: PG-2149

Fantastic designer Villa recently completed in a luxury Villa urbanisation in Marbella. Modern Contemporary Style 

with innovative Architecture. Incorporating the latest technology in the specifications. We arrive at the villa via 

beautiful gardens with pools and water features, giving a distinctive Zen touch. This modern home showcases a 

strong connection between a house and its surrounding, creating a smooth flow between the living room and the 

terraces with swimming pool. The result is fresh-looking and well-lit interiors and breathtaking, unobstructed views 

of the natural landscapes. From the entrance hall, we are immediately drawn to the spectacular open plan living 

areas. The architect has included lots of transparency, with a particular emphasis on the light entry into the entire h...
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Property Description

Location: Spain, El Paraíso

Fantastic designer Villa recently completed in a luxury Villa urbanisation in Marbella. Modern 
Contemporary Style with innovative Architecture. Incorporating the latest technology in the 
specifications.

We arrive at the villa via beautiful gardens with pools and water features, giving a distinctive Zen 
touch. This modern home showcases a strong connection between a house and its surrounding, 
creating a smooth flow between the living room and the terraces with swimming pool. The result is 
fresh-looking and well-lit interiors and breathtaking, unobstructed views of the natural landscapes. 
From the entrance hall, we are immediately drawn to the spectacular open plan living areas.

The architect has included lots of transparency, with a particular emphasis on the light entry into the 
entire house. Automated Gate entrance to a large courtyard with parking for several cars.

Additional Info

For Sale Beds: 5 Baths: 5

Type: Villa Living Area: 625m2 Plot Size: 1246m2

Newly built Modern design Gym

Lift Infinity pool Fireplace

Features

Sea views Golf views Gated complex

Modern style Walking distance to amenities Swimming pool
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